
 

Migrahack Toronto: Who is it for? 
Community Hackathon on Migration Data 
 

A 3-day hackathon, during which participants will combine data and journalism to delve into immigration 
issues. They will form diverse teams and use the power of data visualization to tell stories driven by 
data. 

 
For University/College students interested in improving their data visualization skills, 
Migrahack workshops will create an opportunity to not only learn about Tableau software but 
also to solve real issues using open data sets (provided by either non-profit organizations or 
various government repositories) and work cooperatively with NPOs and journalists on evidence 
based impact stories. Unlike other workshops aimed at increasing the overall skill level, these 
provide an opportunity for a multidisciplinary perspective on challenges that the third sector has 
by using technology and open data. 
 
For non-technical journalists who struggle to find return on investment when using open 
data sets, learning about Tableau will help to find a fresh perspective on how data can be used 
and how evidence based, data-driven stories can be enriched by collaborating with NPOs, 
web-developers, programmers and university students to create a deeper understanding of 
immigration issues. Unlike interviewing or finding anecdotal evidence, Tableau provides 
journalists with the ability to conduct a deep analysis based on freely available resources. This 
helps optimize the budget, helps create a solid background for the investigative process to take 
place, and has a greater impact on the audience. 
 
For Non Profit Organizations, Migrahack will provide an opportunity to work with 
university students, journalists and tech-savvy individuals using their own or relevant data sets. 
It will provide the opportunity to work on solutions that respond and articulate to NPOs’ own 
specific needs. A very unique value of Migrahack is that learning about evidence that is hidden 
in data is not only about how the data should be manipulated to gain better clarity, but also how 
it should be communicated. This will help with positioning, supporting funding reports or new 
funding applications for additional funding streams. 
 
For technical folks, programmers and web developers, Migrahack is an opportunity to 
connect with an atypical audience that has uneven technical skills but very specific data needs. 
This direct access to end users will provide opportunities to experiment with new ideas, which 
will likely stimulate creativity and problem-solving. In addition, risk-taking is welcome and the 
cost of failure is low. However, NPOs, journalists and students are interested in actionable 
solutions they can implement immediately and a story around it, so the time limit participants will 
have calls for quick distilling of information and practicality. Working with data in this context can 
bring a fresh perspective on business challenges, as well as give an outside-in view of products 
and organizations. 


